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Abstract
The Manufacturing industry is realizing benefits of mobile applications in driving productivity and optimization, reducing
costs, improving efficiencies and enabling better field service, however, compared to other industries, enterprise mobility is
not the top priority for most executives in the manufacturing sector.
This paper discusses the various applications of mobility in manufacturing and how industry players must adopt a structured
mobile strategy to maximize their RoI on mobility.

Introduction
The last three decades have seen a tremendous increase in global digital

hindering mobile adoption in businesses and specifically manufacturing?

connectivity and ubiquity. Sample this : a traditional ‘mobile terminal’

The remaining sections of this paper try and analyze the relevance of

costs thousands of dollars, has proprietary (and expensive) mobile

mobile applications for manufacturing and some of the challenged in

middleware, a non-existent developer eco-system and a limited partner

adopting them. We also propose a step by step approach for holistic

eco-system making it difficult for IT execs to justify RoI.

mobility strategy.

Advances in enterprise –mobile solutions – such as mobile device

Mobility – Is it crucial for your
enterprise?

management, enterprise mobility middleware, mobile application
development tools as well as sophisticated lower cost consumer devices
– have significantly reduced the entry barrier to implement enterprise
mobile applications.
In a survey conducted by Wipro and TLG, business leaders see mobile
platforms as important tools to engage employees, customers and
partners to help shape products, improve service delivery and spur
innovation.

Not all manufacturing organizations may see the same impact of
mobility on their business. The application of mobility depends on the
types of interactions as well as the type of manufacturing the business
is engaged in. Manufacturing organizations experience three different
types of collaboration:



improve customer service, manage reverse logistics, and provide

A similar survey by Motorola on the effects of mobile tech on

a channel to engage with customers for product co-innovation,

manufacturing productivity found that “manufacturers with mobile

improved service delivery and demand forecasting.

applications saved a daily average of 42 minutes per employee,”
as reported by CIMx. Furthermore, approximately 70 percent of IT
managers in manufacturing were attempting to introduce mobile and



strange to note that almost 30% of enterprises are still working on
a mobile strategy and only 25% have had it for a year or so. What is

Business to employee – In these interactions, mobility can improve
employee productivity, encourage a self-service culture, improve

wireless applications into day-to-day operations to improve efficiency.
With such evident benefits and enthusiasm amongst businesses it is

Business to end customer - In these interactions, mobility can help

collaboration and lead to faster execution.



Business to Business - Partners and suppliers can take part in
the manufacturing process by mobile enabled information access
thereby improving quality of decisions.
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The impact of mobility on a manufacturing organization also depends



on the industry type:

‘Mobile forms’ reduce the ‘data gap’ (typically around 30% due to
manual collection of data) and can significantly improve SPC/SQC
results

1. Make to stock – These types of industries e.g. Consumer Durables



in the core business are in sales and marketing, shop floor and



traceability for safety-critical manufacturing such as Aerospace

products and understand consumer behavior.. Mobile solutions also



assembly/consumption for vendor-managed inventory to support

2. Make to order – These industries e.g. Aerospace are low volume

JIT manufacturing.

high value, customized products. For these industries mobility plays

Creating a use case for mobility in
manufacturing
Mobility finds its application across the manufacturing value chain
of plan-source-make-sell. Some of the benefits of adopting mobile
manufacturing practices are:



labor on the spot.

Figure 1: Impact of Mobility
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monitor/manage a labor pool including the ability to sign-up temp-
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INSTALLATION

the supply chain and shop floor area.

Mobile labor costing and tracking applications can help accurately

PRODUCT DESIGN

during repair cycle. These industries also are leveraging mobility in



SCM

help improve customer satisfaction through reduced downtimes

SERVICE

a major role in installation, configuration and field service and can

Mobile devices can ensure verification of material at the point of

HIGH
IMPACT

MEDIUM
IMPACT

HR

help in accurate pick and place operations.

Mobility solutions can also help achieve real-time end-to-end

ENGINEERING

mobile applications to reach out to end customers, get feedback on

such as ISO 9000.

SALES

supply chain. Consumer Goods companies for example, can use

Mobile solutions can help create real time compliance reports –

FINANCE

are usually high volume products. The main applications of mobility

HIGH
IMPACT

Mobile solutions can offer manufacturers the means to achieve
‘6-sigma’ data-capture accuracy. This can help reduce some of the ‘7
wastes’ in manufacturing and eliminate the “hidden barriers to Lean
manufacturing”



Even a 10 minute reduction in process – for example, by eliminating
manual data entry – results in a productivity gain of 2.5%



Mobile solutions can make decision-ready data from SCADA/
MES systems - typically housed in a “control room” – available to
key stakeholders on the factory floor. For example, an engineer
calibrating a sensor or a technician adjusting the process can access
real-time data on a mobile device



Mobile error-proofing solutions such as ‘context aware checklists’
can help reduce errors and defects
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There are nine primary areas impacted by mobility (see figure 1). It

centrally. Business specific mobility applications are running in silos

has a high impact on Sales & Marketing, Services, Installation and HR

creating challenges in maintenance, access and security. Companies are

processes as these either have a direct impact on revenue, customer

also losing out on leveraging their collective bargaining power where

satisfaction or employee productivity. For example, in servicing, the

apps can be purchased for the entire organization instead of smaller

ability to access technical data as well as collaboration (such as remote

business functions. Decentralization is also becoming a reason for

video inspection) allows field technicians to fix field problems faster. In

slower adoption.

the highly customized segments (MTO, BTO, ETO) a field engineer can
be greatly aided by these mobile enabled tools as he/she undertakes

What we see clearly, is a lack of a top down mobility strategy leading to

the repair process. In these cases product specific data can be available

challenges in organization wide mobility deployment. There is a need to

on the mobile device, the engineer can share defect photographs and

standardize methodologies , and mobility tools across the organization

specifications with an expert at another location and can resolve the

and build integrated solutions. Due to constraints of enterprise

issue faster without making multiple field visits. Mobile enabled HR

architecture mobility adoption is at best ad-hoc as of now. To reap the

processes can result in employee self-service scenarios that are highly

benefits of mobility, manufacturing organizations need a more coherent

cost and time efficient. Employees can plan travel, apply for leaves, fill

vision and centralized mobility architecture.

time sheets, send updates on the move and get instant approvals.
In Supply Chain and Finance functions, mobility has a medium impact. In
the area of SCM, typical impact areas are applications used to enhance

Companies need to make informed choices on mobile app deployment
related to key dimensions of



Choice of middleware,

ideally deployed for asset tracking and inventory management.



Native vs. hybrid apps,

In Product Design, Engineering and Production, mobility still has a



Impact on customer experience,

being explored to conceptualize design and monitor production.



Cost,

While mobility is being used in functions like quality assurance, inventory



Agility of deployment,

visibility and aid real time decision making. Mobile applications can be

relatively low impact. However, Augmented Reality is a topic that is

management, stock in transit, factory applications etc. the impact is not
visible to the outside world.

At present the key challenges in a centralized mobility strategy are: a
lack of clarity on ROI, identification of right tools and platforms, lack of

The Mobility Strategy

technical and governance standards, inconsistent user experience and
branding, end user engagement, securityand scale of implementation.

Unlike the traditional IT projects, the advent of mobile technologies has

Mobility needs multiple flavors of understanding including user

caught the IT departments in a Catch 22 situation. On one side, IT was

experience and user design to be complete and comprehensive. Instead

unprepared for the extent and rapidness of impact while at the same

of a narrow focus on platforms, companies must look at a holistic

time they were supposed to control and harness for maximum benefit

picture - IT, tools & platforms, process transformation, user experience.

to the business. This combination of factors has led to control moving

User experience is the key component that differentiates a mobile

from the IT department to business side of the organization. While

implementation from a standard IT implementation.

traditional IT implementations required time to create business case
and change management it was easy to implement mobility by buying

To start on an integrated mobility journey an organization must look to

a few devices and installing relevant apps. Hence, business functions

establish a mobility center of excellence (CoE). This will be the central

have adopted various mobile apps depending on their specific needs

governing body for all enterprise mobility needs. The mobility CoE will

without waiting for a go ahead from IT and aligning to the overall IT

define standard architectures, processes & guidelines to be followed,

strategy. Today this situation has steamrolled in to a scenario where

and analysis & decision processes for all mobile deployments. To create

there is next to none standardization in organizations in terms of

this CoE, organizations must evaluate the current IT landscape - baseline

mobility adoption and the IT department is unable to anchor mobility

current mobility initiatives, identify usage patterns, demand sources, gaps
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and best practices.This needs to be followed by setting up a team with clear long term and short term goals.This team will work in close collaboration
with the business to create guidelines, policies, engagement strategies and measurement frameworks.
Once the mobility CoE is conceptualized, it can work on a 5 step model (see figure 2) that will help mobile enabled business transformation.

Mobility is not just UI/Apps, its about Business Process Transformation
Figure 2: Steps to a mobility-led business transformation

1

2
IDENTIFY BUSINESS
PROCESSES NEEDING
ENABLEMENT

3
CREATE MOBILITY
BLUEPRINT
Business Core Processes
Categorization

PROCESS/TECHNOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE
Defines Mobility Policies &
Guidelines & Standardize
platforms

4

5
DEVELOP-PILOT ROLLOUT
Rapid Development Platform
Cloud Deployment
Limited Geo/Users Roll-out

GLOBAL ROLLOUT &
SUPPORT
Mobile Device Management
Support & Operations

The Future is Mobile
The mobile revolution is set to transform the way business is done

For the manufacturing industry also, industry experts acknowledge that

and that is true for all industries. It has hit the core of an organization

the benefits of mobility far outweigh the cost to overcome challenges.

i.e. its people – be it employees, customers or other stakeholders. The

However, enterprises struggling to accelerate the mobility adoption

greatest acknowledged benefits of mobility are productivity, efficiency,

in the system are in need of expert advice. Companies globally are

collaboration, ease of information access and real time decision making.

partnering with leading mobility service providers to help them define,

At the same time the biggest challenges this disruption is putting in front

deploy and manage mobility CoEs that can deliver the benefits. A

of businesses are data security and privacy concerns, information access

collaborative partnership approach, both internally within the business

controls, loss of centralized control.

and externally with strategic consultants and vendors is the way forward
for manufacturers to navigate this fast changing business landscape.
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